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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
LGA OVERVIEW
Dungog Local Government Area
The Shire of Dungog is part of the Hunter Region and the Lower Hunter Sub-Region and is
bound by Great Lakes Shire to the east, Singleton Shire to the west, Scone Shire to the northwest, Gloucester Shire to the north and by Port Stephens Shire and the City of Maitland to the
south. It is about 220 kilometres north of Sydney, 80 kilometres north of Newcastle and 55km
north of Maitland.
Dungog is characterised primarily by agricultural uses such as cattle farming, crop farming,
forestry and logging and gravel and sand quarrying being listed as local industries. Tourism is
also an important industry in Dungog. Dungog is a strong exporter of labour to adjoining and
nearby districts which have a greater scope of employment options.

Number of properties valued this year and the total land value in
dollars
The Dungog Local Government Area (LGA) comprises 5,085 entries, which have been valued
for the 2015 program. Unlike Maitland, Port Stephens and Cessnock LGAs, Dungog residential
entries only comprise about 39.43% of the valuation roll (2,005 entries), which demonstrates
that Dungog is characterised as being more of a rural district.
Commercial zoned lands constitute approximately 138 entries which equates to 2.71% of the
current valuation roll. Maitland LGA in comparison has about 5.3% Commercial category
zoned lands, Port Stephens about 2.04% and Cessnock about 2.7%.
Industrial zoned lands comprise just 35 entries currently recorded for the Dungog LGA roll.
This represents approximately 0.69% of all entries in the roll with some of these entries
comprising multiple lots held as a single roll entry. Maitland LGA in comparison has about
0.4% industrial zoned lands, with Port Stephens LGA having about 2.03% and Cessnock LGA,
about 1.0%.
Non urban zoned lands, which constitute 55.52% (2,823 entries), still represents the largest
number of entries within the Dungog valuation roll. Unlike the LGAs of Maitland, Cessnock and
Port Stephens, Dungog is characterised as being primarily rural.
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Properties Valued and Total Land Value - 002 Dungog
Zone

Number of
Zone Code Entries @
2015

2015 Total
Land Value

Prior Annual
%
Valuation (2014) Change

Zone Code
2012

Number
Prior Local
of
Entries Government
@ 2012 Valuation 2012

%
Change

Residential

R1, R5

2005 $

338,700,591 $

332,090,981

1.95% A Residential

1581

$165,643,060 104.48%

Rural

RU1, RU5,

2678 $

937,926,041 $

938,677,281

-0.80% R Rural

2924

$1,153,690,532 -18.70%

Commercial

B2, B4

138 $

16,514,970 $

16,393,260

0.74% B Business

122

$15,458,100

6.84%

Industrial

IN1

35 $

2,729,351 $

2,729,351

0% I Industrial

35

$2,623,350

4.04%

Infrastructure

SP2

32 $

2,213,151 $

2,213,151

0% S Special Use

Environmental

E1, E3, E4

145 $

32,775,990 $

32,476,970

Public Recreation RE1, RE2

52 $

3,133,700 $

3,133,700

Total

5085 $ 1,333,993,794 $ 1,327,714,694

-0.91% P Protection
0% O Open Space
0.47%

136

$14,107,342 -84.31%

32

$4,935,600 564.07%

53

$2,452,510

27.78%

4883

$1,358,910,494

-1.83%

*2015 Values represent LEP 2014 zone and property totals. 2012 Values represent the prior LEP 2006 zone and property totals.

State & Local Government Legislation for LGA
Dungog LEP 2014 commenced on 1 June 2014. This is a new Standardised Instrument as
required in NSW.
There was (1) LEP amendment for the Dungog LGA during the 2015 Annual Program.
Dungog Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 1) (2015-466).

Market Overview and Sales of Particular Interest
To date in the current 2015 Annual Program for the Maitland Contract we have completed
sales analysis for over 1,700 sales used to determine the 2015 value recommendations,
which have now been accepted and applied within Valnet after comprehensive statistical and
quality assurance checks were completed by both us as the contractor responsible and by
LPI in the function of Audit Managers.
These sales have been used through the component methodology, which currently utilises
25 components and 76 benchmarks being valued to determine the 2015 value
recommendations for all of Dungog LGA, which comprises a total of about 5,085 entries at
the moment.

Significant Issues and Developments
There were no significant issues within Dungog LGA since the inception of the new program in
March 2015.
Dungog’s gazettal of its new Local Environmental Plan was on May 30, 2014 with
commencement on June 1. Dungog along with the local government areas of Port Stephens,
Maitland and Cessnock have now all converted from the previous format to the new State-wide
Standardised Template.
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SIGNIFICANT VALUE CHANGES
Summary of Valuation changes to Residential Land
 Changes since the Previous General Valuation (2012)
Residential Zoned Lands

104.48% from 2012 to 2015

The residential market segment is the second largest market segment in Dungog. The most
significant reason for the substantial increase in values was the introduction of the R5 Large Lot
Residential zoning under the new LEP. The zoning had a substantial impact by increasing the
number of residential entries from 1,581 to 2,005 to date.
 Changes since previous Valuation Year (2014)
Residential Zoned Lands

1.95% from 2014 to 2015

The residential market segment is the second largest market segment in Dungog In terms of
growth from 2014 to 2015, the residential components comprising the Clarence Town village
and R5 Large Lot Residential Dungog LGA, particularly around the Clarence Town and
Paterson villages have shown increases of 2.7% and 2.9% respectively. The Dungog Township
has experienced no growth in terms of value as yet; however we consider this to be temporary
with incremental growth expected in 2016.

Summary of Valuation Changes to Rural land
 Changes to Rural Land since previous General Valuation (2012)
Non Urban Zoned Lands

-16.22% from 2012 to 2015

Non urban zoned lands, which incorporate rural and environmentally sensitive zoned lands is
by far the most significant market segment within the district of Dungog. The -16.22% fall in
values is due principally to the reduction in entries through the LEP conversion and market
trends from 2012 to 2015. Other factors include value falls to large rural holdings comprising
properties at the upper end of the market. Low demand for these property types have dictated
significant price falls since 2012 to present.
 Changes since previous Valuation Year (2014)
Non Urban Zoned Lands

-0.05% from 2014 to 2015

Non urban zoned lands, which incorporate rural and environmentally sensitive zoned lands,
comprise 15 components in total is by far the most significant market segment within the district
of Dungog. With regard to the annual changes, in 2015, there has been little if any change in
overall values. This would indicate that the previous trend of values falls for 2014 at -4.33,
2013 at -2.90% and 2012 at -5.71% is for time being at an end.
Through the application of primary component factors there has been marginal growth from
2014 to 2015 in the villages of Vacy, Martins Creek, Gresford and in particular, Paterson of
around 3.0% and rural zoned lands both north and south of the Dungog township up to 1 ha at
also 3.0%. We consider that this trend of value increases will continue through until 2016.
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Summary of Valuation Changes to Commercial land
 Changes since previous General Valuation (2012)
Commercial Zoned Lands

6.84% from 2012 to 2015

The commercial zoned lands comprise 3 components, Dungog Township (2) and Clarence
Town village. The most significant reason for the growth was the increase in entries from 122 to
138 through the LEP conversion.
 Changes since previous Valuation Year (2014)
Commercial Zoned Lands

0.74% from 2014 to 2015

The commercial zoned lands comprise 3 components, Dungog Township (2) and Clarence
Town village. In terms of changes from 2014 to 2015, the Clarence Town village experienced
similar growth to Clarence Town residential at 2.4%. The Dungog commercial, like that of the
Dungog residential, experienced no change in values over that same time period.

Summary of Valuation Changes to Industrial Land
 Changes since previous General Valuation (2012)
Industrial Zoned Lands

4.04% from 2012 to 2015

The industrial zoned land comprises 1 component and 35 entries in total. Like that of the
residential and business components, a modest increase in values was evident from 2012 to
2015.
 Changes since previous Valuation Year (2014)
Industrial Zoned Lands

0.00% from 2014 to 2015

The industrial zoned land comprises 1 component and 35 entries in total. With regard to the
change from 2014 to 2015, activity in this segment is low with no changes to value from the
previous base date to the current base date.
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Disclaimer – Purpose of this Report

The purpose of this report is to provide preliminary advice to both council and LPI for the 1
July 2015 General Valuation of Dungog Local Government Area. The report has been
produced on behalf of the Valuer General.
The land values have been specifically made for rating and taxing purposes. Land values
produced as part of this process should not be used for any other purpose without the
specific agreement of the Valuer General.
Land values must have regard to specific requirements and assumptions in rating and taxing
legislation. Consequently these valuations may vary from market levels.
The land values have been determined using a methodology prescribed by the Rating and
Taxing Valuation Procedures Manual. The Manual allows mass valuation methodologies that
involve assessing large numbers of properties as a group to be utilised where appropriate.
Mass valuation methodologies are by their nature likely to be less accurate than individually
assessed valuations, however are utilised worldwide for rating and taxing purposes to deliver
valuations within an acceptable market range.
Town planning, land use and other market information contained in this report has been
compiled based on enquiries undertaken during the valuation process. Third parties should
make their own inquiries into these details and should not rely on the contents of this report.
The Valuer General disclaims any liability to any person who acts or omits to act on the
basis of the information contained in this report.
More information on the valuation process is available from the Land and Property Information
website at www.lpi.nsw.gov.au/valuation
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LGA OVERVIEW
Important Statistics:

Population
8,318

Land area

Population density
2)

225,122 hectares (2251km

0.04 persons per hectare

Dungog Local Government Area (LGA) represents one of the largest districts in the Hunter
Region with a geographical area of over 225,000ha, comprises just over 5,000 entries.
Dungog Shire is within close proximity to the major markets of Sydney, Newcastle, the Central
Coast and Maitland. Nestled between the Pacific and New England Highways, Dungog Shire is
an easy hour's drive from Newcastle, The Great Lakes, Hunter Wine Country or Port Stephens
and 2.5 hours from Sydney's northern suburbs via the F3 freeway.i
It is the gateway to the World Heritage listed Barrington Tops National Park, a vast untamed
area of State Forests, National Parks and wilderness. 85% of the Barrington Tops National
Park is declared wilderness. Approximately one fifth of the National Park is located within
the borders of the Dungog Shire, at its northernmost end.
The Chichester State Forest is included in the southern end of the Barrington Tops National
Park. Two thirds of the Chichester State Forest is located within the boundaries of Dungog
Shire. In the Shire's southern portions of the Uffington and Wallaroo State Forests are
located within the boundaries of Dungog Shire, close to its southernmost border. The Allyn
and Paterson State Forests are located in the north of the Shire in the upper reaches of the
Allyn Valley.ii
The Shire has two principal rivers, the Williams in the east of the Shire and the Paterson in the
west. Both are tributaries of the Hunter, and both traverse the Shire in a general north-west to
south-east direction. The Williams and Paterson Rivers drain from the Barrington Plateau and
contribute over 40% of the flow of the Hunter. Lostock Dam was constructed on the Paterson
River in the 1970's to regulate flow and prevent lack of water in drought.
The neighbouring City of Newcastle is the capital of the Hunter region within New South Wales
and is Australia’s second largest regional city behind the Gold Coast. It is the economic,
administrative and cultural centre of the Hunter Region. Dungog for the most part, does not
benefit from its geographical proximity to Newcastle and does not seem to have a direct
interface with the resources boom that was so prominent within Newcastle.
Dungog includes various residential, rural, commercial and industrial developments, of
which, value changes of these developments are discussed within in this report.
Housing remains affordable and there is abundant land available for future development.
Dungog real estate values have softened slightly over the years, primarily as a result of local
and domestic factors in addition to global factors.
November 6, 2015
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Principle Towns & Villages
 Dungog

The township of Dungog comprises commercial, industrial and residential development. Whilst
Dungog LGA does not have any regional shopping centre, the Dungog Township provides the
shire with most of the communities retail needs. Council chambers also reside in Dungog.

 Gresford

The district is involved in the production of quality wine, dairy, beef and olives. Organic
poultry and vegetable farming is filling niche markets with superb produce both locally and
overseas. Small businesses are continually providing specialist products and services to locals
and visitors to the district. The tourism industry hosts a growing number of visitors who
recognise the magnificent environment, rich history, friendly people and proximity to major
centres1.

 Vacy
Situated between Gresford and Paterson is the village of Vacy, which was founded in the
1820s as a private town by John Cory, the owner of a large land grant. It remained a private
town until it was sold in 1927 by the Cory family. The village is located at the junction of
the Paterson and Allyn rivers. At the 2011 Census, Vacy had a population of 547. The rural
nature of Vacy is demonstrated in the work of farmers managing beef cattle, dairy cattle,
sheep, poultry and equine establishments, as well as other residents, retirees and working
families with hobby farms and small acreages1.

 Martins Creek
A small country town located between Dungog and Maitland. Martins Creek includes a NSW
Government Primary School, church, tennis court and club house, public hall, rock quarry and
the "skip-line" Park, as well as the Martins Creek Rural Fire Brigade station1.

 Clarence Town
A primarily rural locality and a township in the Dungog Shire. It is 193 kilometres (120 mi) north
of Sydney, 54 km (34 mi) north-north-west of Newcastle, and 28 km (17 mi) from the Pacific
Highway at Raymond Terrace. The locality is bisected by the Williams River. The township sits
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just to the west of the river about 32 km (20 mi) upstream from where it flows into the Hunter
River at Raymond Terrace1.

 Paterson
A small township in the lower Hunter Region within Dungog Shire and is situated on
the Paterson River. At the 2006 census, Paterson had a population of 345 people. It is in the
middle of what was once dairy, timber and citrus country and is now more significantly a
feeder town for the nearby mining industry in the Upper Hunter and the city of Newcastle.
It is approximately 15 minutes drive north along either Tocal or Paterson Roads from the
nearest major township of Maitland and adjoins areas include Martins Creek and Vacy1
 Main Industry

Dungog is characterised agricultural based industries such as cattle farming, crop farming,
forestry and logging and gravel and sand quarrying are listed as local industries. Tourism is
also an important industry in Dungog. Dungog is a strong exporter of labour to adjoining and
nearby districts which have a greater scope of employment options.

 Significant retail Centres
There are no regional shopping centres in the Dungog LGA. The main retail centre is the
Dungog Township.

The villages of Gresford, Vacy, Martins Creek, Clarence Town and

Paterson range from small commercial centres to local strip shops.

 Type of Residential Development
In the Dungog LGA, the majority of residential development is single and two-storey
detached dwellings.
The 2011 census data states “Of occupied private dwellings in Dungog (A) (Local
Government Areas), 96.8% were separate houses, 1.6% were semi-detached, row or
terrace houses, townhouses etc, 0.9% were flats, units or apartments and 0.7% were other
dwellings”.
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 Dungog LGA Key Statistics (as at 2011 Census)
The following statistical tables have been sourced from the Australian Bureau of Statistics,
Quickstats website.
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State & Local Government Legislation for LGA
Planning documents guide Council when determining proposed development within a city.
There are three levels of planning instruments that apply within a Local Government Area
(LGA). These are:
•

Local Plans (including Local Environmental Plans and Development Control Plans

•

Regional Plans

•

State Environmental Planning Policies

A Local Environmental Plan (LEP) is prepared by councils to guide planning decisions and
control development through land use zoning and development standards.
The main function of an LEP is to separate incompatible land uses through land use zones.
In addition, LEPs often include other planning provisions which set out additional planning
controls or matters to consider so to guide development.
Each council in NSW is required by law to have an LEP, which is prepared by council in
consultation with the community before it is approved by the Minister for Planning. The
Minister for Planning grants approval in accordance with the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act and its associated Regulations.

LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN (LEP) 2014
Dungog LEP 2014 commenced on 1 June 2014. This is a new Standardised Instrument as
required in NSW.
The aims of this Plan are as follows:
•

Protect rural lands, natural resources, and items and areas of heritage significance,

•

Manage development to benefit the community,

•

Promote the principles of ecologically sustainable development and sustainable water
management, and to recognise the cumulative impacts of climate change,

•

Protect, enhance and provide for biological diversity, including native threatened
species, populations and ecological communities, by long term management and by
identifying and protecting habitat corridors and links throughout Dungog,

•

Encourage a mix of housing to meet the needs of the community,

•

Protect agricultural lands by preventing adverse impacts from non-agricultural land
uses,

•

Strengthen retail, agricultural and tourism opportunities.
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There are various Strategic Plans and Local Environmental Amendments in place to aid in
the development of Dungog as a sustainable rural community.
 Strategic Regional Land Use Plan – Upper Hunter
In 2012 the NSW Government introduced the Strategic Regional Land Use Policy to better
manage the potential land use conflicts arising from the location of high quality agricultural,
and the mining and coal seam gas industries.
 Dungog Rural Strategy 2003
The Dungog Rural Strategy recognises the need to ensure that closer settlement occurs in
areas where the land is capable of absorbing increased population densities while
maintaining our existing quality of life and promoting ecologically and economically
sustainable land use. The Dungog Rural Strategy has not attempted to project past demand
for rural settlement into the future and then identify sufficient land to meet that demand in the
absence of ecological, social and economic considerations.
 Dungog Local Environmental Plan Amendments
These amendments are tracked using the Department of Planning Gateway System with
amendments reported in each Monthly Progress Report for the Dungog Contract.
Most LEP Amendments relate to changes in zoning, enabling clauses, heritage listing etc.
There were was one LEP amendment for the Dungog LGA during the 2015 Annual Program.
This related to a specific property in East Gresford. No value changes are required as a result
of the amendment.
 Various State Environmental Plan Policies (SEPPS) and Other Plans
These are accounted for as they change.
 Dungog Development Control Plan (DCP)
Development Control Plans (DCPs) guide certain types of development or specific areas within
a Local Government Area (LGA). These guidelines are in addition to the legal provisions of a
Local Environmental Plan (LEP) or State Environmental Planning Policy (SEPP). Development
Control Plans (DCPs) contain more detailed provisions than a Local Environmental Plan. They
provide guidance to developers and are performance based documents providing objectives for
development. Under Section 79C of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979,
Council is required to take into consideration the relevant provisions of any applicable DCP
when determining an application for development.
The Dungog DCP came into effect on 18 May 2004. It represents the policies of Dungog Shire
Council with regard to certain types of development within the Shire, together with guidelines
designed to assist developers in achieving the adopted aims and objectives.
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conjunction with the Dungog Local Environmental Plan 2006 and in conjunction with any
Development Control Plan which relates to a specific site or area of land, it has 4 parts, Part A,
B, C & D.
The Shire-wide Development Control Plan 1 (DCP) supports the Local Environmental Plan No
1. It provides the design guidelines and design controls required to achieve the aims and
objectives of the Local Environmental Plan. The DCP is an evolving document and additional
chapters are added at various times.
In developing its planning controls, Council has undertaken a number of in-depth studies into
various areas and issues within the Shire and developed key strategies including:
•

Dungog Shire Rural Strategy 2003

•

Economic Community Strategy Beyond 2003

•

Dungog Shire Tourism Development and Marketing Plan - Diagnostic Report and
Action Plan

•

Assessment of Aboriginal Archaeological Sites in Dungog Shire

•

Dungog Shire Bicycle Plan

•

Dungog Shire Vegetation and Biodiversity Study

•

Dungog Biodiversity Study - Clarence Town

•

Dungog Biodiversity Study - Paterson

•

Paterson River Floodplain Management Study and Plan

The most common State Government Planning Legislations that are applicable in Dungog
Shire relate to Bushfires and to the clearing of native vegetation in non-urban areas.

In

response they have developed a bushfire map and Planning For Bushfire Regulations
document in accordance with the Rural Fires Act.

Approval from Hunter Central Rivers

Catchment Management Authority is required for clearing native trees, bushland and other
native vegetation in non-urban areas in conjunction with the Threatened Species Act and
Native Vegetation Act.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT VALUATION MARKET INFORMATION
Dungog LGA’s last General Valuation Year was Jul 1, 2012.

MARKET OVERVIEW & SALES OF PARTICULAR INTEREST
The Dungog Local Government Area (LGA) comprises 5,085 entries, which have been valued
for the 2015 program. Unlike Maitland, Port Stephens and Cessnock LGAs, Dungog residential
entries only comprise about 39.43% of the valuation roll (2,005 entries), which demonstrates
that Dungog is characterised as being more of a rural district.
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The charts diagrammatically represented on the next page indicate entry composition for the
Dungog valuation roll for the 2015 LGV year.
Commercial zoned lands constitute approximately 138 entries within the roll of Dungog LGA
which equates to 2.71% of the current roll entries. Maitland LGA in comparison has about 5.3%
Commercial category zoned lands, Port Stephens about 2.04% and Cessnock about 2.7%.
Industrial zoned lands in Dungog LGA comprise just 35 industrial zoned entries currently
recorded for the Dungog LGA roll. This represents approximately 0.69% of all entries in the roll
with some of these entries comprising multiple lots held as a single roll entry. Maitland LGA in
comparison has about 0.4% industrial zoned lands, with Port Stephens LGA having about
2.03% and Cessnock LGA, about 1.0%.
Non urban zoned lands which includes environmental, which constitute 55.52% (2,823 entries),
still represents the largest number of entries within the Dungog valuation roll. Unlike the LGAs
of Maitland, Cessnock and Port Stephens, Dungog is characterised as being primarily rural.

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF DUNGOG LGA ENTRY COMPOSITION
2012 LGV

2015 LGV

3% 1% 2%

39%

Residential 39.43%
Non Urban 55.52%
Commercial 2.71%

55%

Industrial 0.69%
Other 1.65%

Graphical Representation of Dungog LGA 2015 at a Glance
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 Annual Value Change by Property Type

 Main Features of the Market and Market Movement since Previous Valuation

Total Values of All Lands

0.47% from 2014 to 2015

The annual increase in 2015 of 0.47% from the previous year’s falls at -2.88% for 2014, -2.40%
for 2013 and -5.10% for 2012 demonstrates a shift from a contraction in the market
experienced over recent years to that of expansion. We consider this to be the end of value
falls for the time being with an expected growth period which is consistent with the other LGAs
within the Maitland contract comprising Maitland, Cessnock and Port Stephens.
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Residential Zoned Lands

1.95% from 2014 to 2015

The residential market segment is the second largest market segment in Dungog In terms of
growth from 2014 to 2015, the residential components comprising the Clarence Town village
and R5 Large Lot Residential Dungog LGA, have shown increases of 2.7% and 2.9%
respectively. With regard to the R5 Large Lot Residential component and the emergence of
new subdivisions in and around the villages of Clarence Town and Paterson, demand for these
property types have been the major contributing factor in the growth in this zoning. With regard
to the Dungog township, it has experienced no growth in terms of value as yet, however we
consider this to be temporary with incremental growth expected in 2016.

Commercial Zoned Lands

0.74% from 2014 to 2015

The commercial zoned lands comprise 3 components, Dungog Township (2) and Clarence
Town village. In terms of changes from 2014 to 2015, the Clarence Town village business at
2.4% experienced similar growth to Clarence Town residential which was at 2.7%. Buyers for
property in Clarence Town on the whole, do not differentiate between the business zoned
properties and residential zoned properties in this location. This is due in main to the Clarence
Town being a village rather than a commercial hub. The Dungog commercial, like that of the
Dungog residential, experienced no change in values over that same time period.

Industrial Zoned Lands

0.00% from 2014 to 2015

The industrial zoned land comprises 1 component and 35 entries in total. With regard to the
change from 2014 to 2015, there were no changes to value from the previous base date to the
current base date.
Activity within this segment is traditionally low with purchasers being primarily owner-occupiers.

Non Urban Zoned Lands

-0.05% from 2014 to 2015

Non urban zoned lands, which incorporate both rural and environmentally sensitive zoned
lands, comprises 15 components in total. It is by far the most significant market segment within
the district of Dungog. With regard to the annual changes, in 2015, there has been little if any
change in overall values. This would indicate that the previous trend of values falls for 2014 at 4.33, 2013 at -2.90% and 2012 at -5.71% is for time being at an end.
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Under the new LEP zones these components can be categorised as rural comprising 12
components of RU1 and RU5 zones, which showed a marginal fall in values over the year at 0.80%. Environmental, comprising E1, E3 and E4 zones, which showed a marginal decrease at
-0.91%.
Through the application of primary component factors there has been marginal growth from
2014 to 2015 in the villages of Vacy, Martins Creek, Gresford and in particular, Paterson of
around 3.0% and rural zoned lands both north and south of the Dungog township up to 1 ha at
also 3.0%. We consider that this trend of value increases will continue through until 2016.
Other Trends
In relation to other trends which include the special use zone SP2 and recreational zones of
RE1 and RE2 within Dungog LGA, they remain consistent with the existing trend experienced
within the other zones.
In Conclusion
We consider the recent trend of softening values within the Dungog LGA over the past few
years to be drawing to a close. Market trends indicate that property values within the LGA are
now on the rise, in particular around the southern fringes of the Dungog Shire. This is
considered consistent with the other LGAs within the Maitland contract, Maitland, Cessnock
and Port Stephens.
Further, we consider property prices to further rise into 2016, subject to global factors.

 Main Features of the Market and Market Movement since Previous General
Valuation
Total Values of All Lands

-1.83% from 2012 to 2015

The overall value change of -1.83% continues with the existing trend of value falls from the
previous 2012 LGV year. In terms of changes annually, in 2015 there was an increase in values
at 0.48% from the previous years at -2.88% for 2014, -2.40% for 2013 and -5.10% for 2012. We
consider this to be the end of value falls for the time being, with an expected growth period
which is consistent with the other LGAs within the Maitland contract comprising Maitland,
Cessnock and Port Stephens.
Residential Zoned Lands

104.48% from 2012 to 2015

The residential market segment is the second largest market segment in Dungog. The most
significant reason for the substantial increase in values was the introduction of the R5 Large Lot
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Residential zoning under the new LEP. The zoning had a substantial impact on increasing the
number of residential entries from 1,581 to 2,005 to date.
Commercial Zoned Lands

6.84% from 2012 to 2015

The commercial zoned lands comprise 3 components, Dungog Township (2) and Clarence
Town village. The most significant reason for the growth was the increase in entries from 122 to
138 through the LEP conversion.
Industrial Zoned Lands

4.04% from 2012 to 2015

The industrial zoned land comprises 1 component and 35 entries in total. Like that of the
residential and business components, a modest increase in value was evident from 2012 to
2015.
Non Urban Zoned Lands

-16.22% from 2012 to 2015

Non urban zoned lands, which incorporates rural and environmentally sensitive zoned lands. It
is by far the most significant market segment within the district of Dungog. The -16.22% fall in
values is due principally to the reduction in entries through the LEP conversion and market
trends from 2012 to 2015. Other factors include value falls to large rural holdings comprising
properties at the upper end of the market. Low demand for these property types have dictated
significant price falls since 2012 to present.
Other Trends
In relation to other trends within Dungog LGA, they remain consistent with trends in recent
years.
In Conclusion
The Dungog LEP conversion has had a significant effect on the re-structure of property classes
within the Dungog Shire. The composition of the residential and non urban classes in particular,
post the LEP conversion has changed the numbers of entries significantly, hence comparisons
with 2012 and 2015 in these classes are not considered to be representative of the trend over
this time.
The overall value changes from 2012 to 2015 trend however, can be considered as a good
indicator of what has happened to values over this time period.
We consider the recent trend of softening values within the Dungog LGA over the past few
years to be drawing to a close. Market trends indicate that property values within the LGA are
now on the rise, in particular around the southern fringes of the Dungog Shire. This is
considered consistent with the other LGAs within the Maitland contract, Maitland, Cessnock
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and Port Stephens. Further, we consider property prices to further rise into 2016, subject to
global factors.

LPI PROVIDED MEDIAN SALES AND ACTIVITY CHARTS
The LPI provide the following information to contractors in relation to changes in median values
across three broadly defined market segments. These are: •

Properties Zoned Residential

•

Properties Not Zoned Residential

•

Strata Properties (All Zones)

The use of Median value changes is an accepted means of comparison from one year to
another, with no distortions of value changes being the result from poor grading or inconsistent
application of values. This is why the LPI choose to focus on this measure and why this
information is provided back to contractors as a source of trends.
In fact this information is provided to all contractors and actually measures every LGA in the
state over the same three year period.

This information makes for some interesting

comparisons between different districts and even adjoining districts.
The following graphs have been provided by Land & Property Information and comprise Median
Sales Charts for the period June 2013 to May 2015.

In terms of sales volumes, from January 2013 to May 2015 there was a reasonable amount of
volatility with sale volumes ranging from 6 to 14 sales per month.
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With regard to the medium purchase price over the same period subject to volatility, the
average sale price from January 2013 to May 2015 went from $325,000 to $350,000.

In terms of sales volumes, the non residential zoned properties, from January 2013 to May
2015 there was a large amount of volatility with sale volumes ranging from 3 to 18 sales per
month.
Regarding the medium purchase price over the same period subject to volatility, the average
sale price from January 2013 to May 2015 went from $300,000 to $450,000.

In relation to strata properties within the Dungog Shire, there are very few properties and they
are thinly traded.
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SALES OF INTEREST 2015
The following sales are of particular interest, in that we consider them key sales that
represent what is happening to particular segments of the market.
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SALES OF INTEREST SINCE THE PREVIOUS GENERAL VALUATION
Address

Sale Price

Sale Date

Land Area

Adjusted Land
Value

$/sqm

Zoning

Dungog Rd, Wallarobba 2420

$825,000

1/07/2013

293.115ha

$

$0.25

R

725,000

Property Description
Vacant land. Tar sealed road access. Power and telephone to the site. Irregular shaped
holding which is predominately cleared. Productive rolling ridges, which includes creek
flats. Combinaton of improved and unimproved ridge flats. Zoned 1(a) Rural. The
North Coast rail line traverses the property close to the front boundary. The property
comprises 6 main paddocks with 10 dams and spring fed creeks. Immediate
surrounding development comprises mostly large rural holdings improved with a
variety of dwelling types. Located approximately 15km south of the Dungog township.

Part bushfire prone.
Commentary

Improvements comprise a old dairy which has been renovated to a 1 bedroom and 1
bathroom accommodation, detached shedding, cattle crush and paddock/boundary
fencing. Agent advises the current carrying capacity for the property is 100 cows plus
calves. Sold through Dillon & Sons Dungog after a standard marketing campaign.

Address
235 Hilldale Rd, Hilldale

Sale Price

Sale Date

Land Area

$1,400,000

8/11/2012

95.55ha

Adjusted Land
Value
$
629,000

$/sqm

Zoning

$0.66

R

Property Description
Erected upon the land is a single storey weatherboard detached dwelling with
detached garaging comprising 3 bedrooms Other improvements include; for horses, 15
fully fenced horse paddocks, catching yards, tack room and office and 9 horse walker,
50 Meg permanent dam with enclosed pump and irrigation licsence. For turkey
production,“Grow out” production faculty from around age 4 weeks to 16 weeks. The
shedding comprises dwarf walls, automatic curtains, new watering system, feed lines,
new electronics, motors and pulley systems, gas brooding heaters and internal
brooding canopy. For cattle production, timbered yards with covered crush, both
pasture and native grass grazing paddocks with an estimated carrying capacity for 70
breeders.
Additional improvements include large machinery shed and old dairy for storage. Sold
through a local agent through.

Prone to some minor flooding along the creek in addition to being part bushfire prone.
Commentary

Improved. Tar sealed road. Power and telephone available. The holding, which
comprises 2 lots is predominately cleared and gently undulating. The land is separated
by the North Coast rail line from Maitland to Dungog. The land has 2 enormous
dams/water catchment areas in addition to Miran Creek, which traverses the property
from east to west. The land is pasture improved for adjusting purposes. Zoned 1(a)
Residential. Immediate surrounding development comprises a mixture of small and
large rural holdings improved with a variety of dwelling types. Located approximately
21km south of Dungog township.
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Address

Sale Price

Sale Date

Land Area

2849 Allyn River Rd, Eccleston

$2,125,000

31/07/2012

231.97ha

Adjusted Land
Value
$
1,432,000

$/sqm

Zoning

$0.62

R

Property Description
Erected upon the land is a renovated single storey timber and metal sheet main
residence with attached guest accommodation constructed in the style of a series of
pavilions connected by covered timbered walkways, detached garage/car bays .
Agents advice indicates 5 bedrooms and 4 bathrooms. Other improvements include
high quality fencing, detached machinery shed with full width carport area and hay
barn, on site septic disposal, water tanks internal gravel roads heavy duty steel stock
yards, with undercover vet crush, and scales. Sold through PRD Nationwide Hunter
Valley after an extended marketing campaign. Considered to be a market indicator.

Bushfire prone land.
Commentary
Improved. All weather road access. Power and telephone available. Irreugular shaped
rural holing with frontage to the Allyn River. The land is undulating and cleared well
past both the dwelling curtilage, which is located close to the river and shedding
curtilage whereby the land rises through to timbered ridgelines. The river flats and
ridges have been pasture improved, and are well watered by 15 troughs, stock dams
and 2 larger dams and river in an area. Zoned 1(a) Rural. Immediate surrounding
development comprises rural holdings improved with a variety of dwelling types.
Located approximately 26km north of the Gresford village.varied mixture of
commercial, community and residential properties.

 Resales
Robertson & Robertson utilise a number of different mechanisms to help determine market
movements over time within each Annual Program. Re-sales Analysis is one of the tools that
assist with the determination of these measures, provided the property remains essentially the
same at the time for both transactions.
Our investigations of resales identified four properties in the Dungog LGA that have resold over
the past 2 years. Analysis indicates factors ranging between 0.00% to 6.53%.

Sale ID

Suburb

Comp Zone Contract

Prior LV Purchaser

Vendor

400683

PID

21711 14 HANCOCK AVE

No Street

DUNGOG

AAA

R1

10/07/2014

Settlement Price
7/08/2014 252500

91300 POWYS

COOK

514096

21711 14 HANCOCK AVE

DUNGOG

AAA

R1

19/05/2015

14/08/2015 269000

91300 STYLES

POWYS

Little if any change from previous sale to current sale.

6.53%

321354

22098 21 MYLES ST

DUNGOG

AAA

R1

30/09/2013

29/10/2013 250000

84200 HAYWARD

WILKINSON,WILKINSON

453594

22098 21 MYLES ST

DUNGOG

AAA

R1

15/01/2015

13/02/2015 260000

84200 MURRAY,MITCHELL

HAYWARD

Little if any change from previous sale to current sale.

4.00%

400684

3118055

3 WILLIAMS PL

BENDOLBA

AAA

R1

29/04/2014

6/05/2014 320000

78900 DEMERY,DEMERY

DE HOOGH

459296

3118055

3 WILLIAMS PL

BENDOLBA

AAA

R1

4/02/2015

5/03/2015 325000

78900 PERRY

DEMERY,DEMERY

Little if any change from previous sale to current sale.

1.56%

315307

3716654 31 OXBOW PL

CLARENCE TOWN

ABA

R5

15/03/2013

30/09/2013 250000

220000 BUCKE

JONHIL PTY LIMITED

474966

3716654 31 OXBOW PL

CLARENCE TOWN

ABA

R5

20/03/2015

30/04/2015 250000

220000 MURRAY

BUCKE

Vacant land - no change from previous sale to current sale.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT VALUATION MEDIA RELEASE INFORMATION
 Sales Analysed for Base date 2015
Number
62
9
3
79
153

Category
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Rural
Total
 Land Value Trends Summary from 2012 to 2015
Category
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Rural
Rural Residential/hobby farms
Village

Trend
Steady
Static
Static
Slight
decrease
Marginal
increase
Marginal
increase

Description
Little if any change
No change in value
No change in values
Softening of values
Marginal firming of values
Marginal firming of values

SIGNIFICANT ISSUES SINCE THE PREVIOUS GENERAL VALUATION
The most significant development since last LGV year was the gazettal of Dungog Local
Environment Plan 2014 on the May 30, 2014 with commencement on June 1st.
Dungog along with the local government areas of Port Stephens, Maitland and Cessnock have
now all converted from the previous format to the new Sate-wide Standardised Template.
Dungog Council did not request value change recommendations prepared as a s60A(1)(a)
supplementary action. Any value changes as a result of the LEP conversion was delivered
through the process of our 2014 Annual Deliveries.
The implementation of the new LEP is an opportunity for councils to introduce new locally
significant heritage items so a thorough review of all Heritage items, both local and State, was
undertaken for Dungog LGA.
As a result of the introduction of the new LEP, there have been some significant structural
changes to entries composition within the valuation roll, in particular in the zonings of non urban
and residential.
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 Dungog devastated by flash flood
A woman who was among three people killed in flash flooding this morning was trying to save
her dog when she was washed away, a resident says.
Police said a woman and two men were found dead on Tuesday morning following the severe
weather event, which continues to batter the Hunter, Sydney and the Illawarra.
The precise circumstances surrounding the deaths of the trio are still to be determined,
however the Dungog Chronicle reports they were trapped as flood water surged through the
town in the early hours of Tuesday morning.
Dungog resident Sally Fitzpatrick, who is a former neighbour of the dead woman, said the
town was "very quiet" and "in shock". "I heard [the dead woman] didn't want to abandon her
dog and she was washed away but the dog survived," Ms Fitzpatrick said.
Locals were afraid more wild weather was set to hit the town, with many houses and business
flooded, and rural properties isolated due to water over roads and a bridge collapse.
"It's getting dark and there's still no power," Ms Fitzpatrick said. "Right now there's a black
cloud approaching from the south.... thick and dark to the ground, very scary looking."
NSW Premier Mike Baird said on Tuesday more severe weather was forecast to hit before
conditions eased at midnight.
Source: http://www.dungogchronicle.com.au/story/3025237/threedeadfourhouseswashedaway
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SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS – FROM PRIOR TO CURRENT ANNUAL VALUATION
 Development Approvals (DAs)
Rating & Taxing valuers adjust sales giving consideration to the substantial added value of DAs,
particularly for non-standard properties where risk and/or expected prolonged approval is
reasonably expected at the time of sale.

There would be significant cost savings for a

development having many issues resolved through the Development Approval process. This
would include environmental, contamination, planning, density or lot yield issues etc. Some risks
associated with the development of the site would be alleviated by having the certainty of a DA.
 Demolitions and Development Applications
Dungog Council has a web site that we regularly monitor for demolitions and development
applications. The Council was also approachable for telephone enquiries and this service was
also used. The most useful Dungog Shire Council web site is at http://www.dungog.nsw.gov.au.
The Dungog Chronicle newspaper is also regularly monitored for information. The website for
the Dungog Chronicle is http://www.dungogchronicle.com.au/.
The Hunter Valley Research Foundation also produces information which we regularly receive
and also monitor. They also have a website at http://hvrf.com.au/.
Another source of particular interest has been the updating of Council Local Environmental Plans
available
through
the
NSW
Government
Gazette
website
at
http://www.advertising.nswp.commerce.nsw.gov.au/Gazette/Gazette.htm.
We have also found of use the
http://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/index.asp.

NSW

Department

of

Planning

website

at

A Demolition and Development Application Register is maintained and updated weekly. Details
are published below.
002 Dungog Development Approvals
Property
PID

Address

3604312 79 Park St

Suburb
East Gresford

DA Date

Description

3/12/2014 DA 106/2014 ‐ Two (2) Lot Subdivision
3/12/2014 DA 114/2014 ‐ Two (2) Lot Torrens Title Subdivision

24550 48 Russell St

Clarence Town

22027 22 Mary St

Dungog

24/12/2014 DA 172/2014 ‐ Two (2) Lot Subdivision

24734 62 Fords Road

Clarence Town

14/01/2015 DA 144/2014 ‐ Three (3) LotSubdivision

23539 136 & 152 Durham Road

Gresford

25/02/2015 DA 109/2014 ‐ Thirteen (13) Lot Subdivision

22991 345 Martins Creek Road
25084,
2771628 54 Hilldale Rd & Dungog Rd

Paterson
Wallarobba

4/03/2015 DA 79/2014 ‐ Two (2) Lot Subdivision
DA 29/2015 ‐ Consolidation of Lots (7 Lots into 2 Lots)and Boundary
1/04/2015 Adjustment
1/05/2015 DA 85/2014 ‐ Eleven (11) Lot Subdivision over Two (2) Stages

23044 521 Martins Creek Rd

Paterson

24737 288 Glen William Road

Clarence Town

10/06/2015 DA 39/2015 ‐ Six (6) Lot Subdivision

23569 2652 Glendonbrook Road

Gresford

10/06/2015 DA 65/2015 ‐ 30m Telecommunications Monopole

21646 64 Eloiza St

Dungog

15/08/2015 DA 74/2015 ‐ Eight (8) lot subdivision in two (2) stages

002 Dungog Demolitions
Property
PID

Address

Suburb

87 - 91 Lord St

Dungog

21380 36-56 & 58-76 Abelard St

November 6, 2015

Dungog

DA Date

Description
DA 29/2014 - Multi dwelling housing (Eleven new dwellings), Four (4)
Lot Torrens Title & Nine (9) Lot Strata Subdivision & Demolition of
10/12/2014 Existing Dwellings
1/04/2015 DA 32/2015 - Demolish & Replace Existing Kiosk
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SIGNIFICANT VALUE CHANGES– FROM PRIOR TO CURRENT ANNUAL
VALUATION
During the 2015 program there were a small number of significant value changes.

The

properties where these significant changes occurred were sent in an excel spreadsheet from
the LPI to Robertson & Robertson post the provisional deliveries, in September, 2015.
The spreadsheet comprised 20 entries with value changes plus or minus 40% of the 2014
value. Our reply was sent to the LPI within their required time frame identifying the reasons for
the change in value.

A summary as per the Procedures Manual V6.4 of the reasons for the change in value are
listed below: •

Identified through the verification cycle as being historically too high or low,

•

Identified as a grading issue as the result of a sale,

•

Identified as having a zoning change,

•

Identified as heritage listed

The LPI have accepted our value changes and subsequent reasons for these changes.

SIGNIFICANT VALUE CHANGES
FROM PRIOR TO CURRENT LOCAL GOVERNMENT COUNCIL RATING VALUATION
The properties where these significant changes occurred were sent in an excel spreadsheet
from the LPI to Robertson & Robertson post the provisional deliveries, in September, 2015.
The spreadsheet comprised 26 properties with value changes from GVal to GVal with
significant factor changes (<0.5 & 2.0>). All explanations with regard to these changes were
provided in the Valuation Analysis Report.
A summary as per the Procedures Manual V6.4 of the reasons for the change in value are
listed below: •

Identified through the verification cycle as being historically too high or low,

•

Identified as a grading issue as the result of a sale,

•

Identified as having a zoning change,

•

Identified as a Section 28 valuation

•

Identified as heritage listed
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The LPI have accepted our value changes and subsequent reasons for these changes.

ADDED VALUE OF IMPROVEMENTS
This is a substantial process that is documented under the following subheadings and is
generally one of the principle tasks completed by Rating & Taxing valuers to the majority of
sales evidence.
 Added Value of Improvements Determination
The paired sales analysis program and subsequent tables produced annually are maintained
throughout the year with new entries being constantly added as appropriate vacant land and
improved sales occur. This is done each and every year and has been done historically now
with the Maitland Contract for many years.
From the tables where we record and analyse the comparison of vacant land to improved sales
we produce absolute values for improvements of particular types in particular locations. From
this information we create value ranges ($/sq.m) for particular types of improvements in
particular localities.
Because of our extensive experience, we can identify when the relative value of improvements
is increasing or decreasing for particular types or market segments of improvements.
The paired sales analysis added value of improvements for different types of buildings and
locations summary and the original analysis that these are based on are supplied to the LPI
within the Final Reports for each LGA within the Maitland Contract.
 Added Value of Improvements
Robertson & Robertson provide information about the added value of improvements through
each year’s Paired Sales Analysis. The results of this form the basis of the value ranges that
are appropriate for different locations, age, size and condition of improvements. Obviously the
paired sales analysis does not include all the different possible categories of improvements that
we would have to deduce each year.
Therefore the content of these tables and the value range parameters for the added value of
improvements is built up over many years of completing paired sales analysis for different types
of improvements.
We display the added value information in a summary table form along with the corresponding
estimated replacement costs, as compiled from each year’s updated Building Cost Guide,
Rawlinson’s. The information is displayed in the same table so the individual valuer can
continually see the relationship between the added value of improvements in comparison to the
replacement cost for different categories of improvements.
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In most instances, the valuer will not have identical improvements analysed in a paired sales
analysis, so the valuer will need to draw upon their judgment of other paired sales that might be
similar or even replacement costs in some instances.
Robertson & Robertson provide both Added Value of Improvements and Replacement Costs
information within the same tables so the valuer can draw upon this information when making
the required judgments about how to adjust a sale for the value of the improvements.
 Replacement Cost
The replacement cost of improvements adds to the information about different types of
improvements. Mostly the added value of improvements determined from the paired sales
analysis represents a depreciation of the new replacement cost to build improvements, so
knowledge about replacement costs are routinely compared to the results of the paired sales
analysis, added value of improvements.
Some types of development are difficult to determine the added value of improvements
because of infrequent sales analysis or because the component comprises an established area
where vacant land sales rarely occur.
The added value of improvements can be determined through continually comparing the cost of
replacement with the calculated added value of improvements determined each year through
the paired sales analysis program, where there is no opportunity to pair sales.
Comparing this information about the added value of improvements to replacement costs allows
depreciation rates to be calculated. Once depreciation rates have been established, this can be
applied to the cost of replacement in the absence of paired sales analysis to determine the
added value of improvements.
Understanding the depreciation can be done by a percentage reduction compared to new
replacement, or a factor adjustment dollar amount. By displaying the added value information
next to the replacement cost information; our valuers are continually exposed to this information
and can make the right adjustments when required through an appreciation of the differences
for the different market segments.
Costs of replacement improvements are determined from annual updates provided by
Rawlinson’s (Currently Edition 33 for 2015) which we subscribe to each year. These are very
comprehensive and detailed and widely used by Quantity Surveyors throughout Australia. The
information is supplemented with Quarterly Updates.
Relevant information is extracted from this source into our tables where costs can be compared
to the Added Value of Improvements determined from our Paired Sales Analysis.
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This is a comparison of the whole building structure to determine the costs of replacement.
Rawlinson’s also has comprehensive detail about parts of buildings, renovations etc. We have
not quoted these within our current tables, but this information is available through perusing the
current edition of Rawlinson’s.
Our current database system also allows us to view all historic sales analysis that we have
completed, and to see various summary details such as $/sq.m for living, garages etc.
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Added Value Of Improvements Valuer's Guide 2015 Annual Program
These values have been deduced from Paired Sales Analysis in recent years

Est Size Sq.m
Dwelling Type
BASIC FIBRO DWELLINGS
Renovators Special - Not knock over
Fibro 1-2 bedroom
Fibro 2 bedroom
Fibro 3 bedroom
Hardiplank & tile 3 bedroom (Deaves & Bradshaw) '70s/80s
OLDER WEATHERBOARD DWELLINGS
1930s Weatherboard
1930s Weatherboard - Renovated
AGE DEFINED DWELLINGS
1950s Basic Fibro
1950s Basic Fibro - Renovated
1960s Basic Red Brick Veneer
1960s Basic Red Brick Veneer - Renovated
1970s Basic Blonde Brick Veneer
1970s Basic Blonde Brick Veneer - Renovated
PROJECT DWELLINGS
1980s Basic Project Brick Veneer
1980s Basic Project Brick Veneer - Renovated
1990s Small Project Brick Veneer
1990s Medium Size Project Brick Veneer
1990s Large Size Project Brick Veneer
2000s Small Project Brick Veneer
2000s Medium Size Project Brick Veneer
2000s Large Size Project Brick Veneer
Exceptional Modern Project Dwellings
MASTER BUILT DWELLINGS
Master built - Small Size
Master built - Medium Size
Master built - Large Size
POLE HOMES
Modern pole home - small
Modern pole home - medium
Modern pole home - large
Architect Dwellings
Small
Medium
Large
Super Size
Super Opulent/Top of the Range
RURAL DWELLINGS
Smaller Rural Dwelling Equivalent to Projects
Medium Rural Dwellings
Large Rural Dwellings
Other Improvements (Add to Dwelling)
Single carport (poor quality)
Single carport (good quality)
Single fibro garage
Single brick garage
Fibreglass Inground Pool
Concrete Inground Pool
Pebblecrete Inground Pool
Ground Improvements
Fencing, grass, driveway, path- Minimal Provision
Fencing, lawn, driveway, path, landscaping, select plantings
Fencing, lawn, driveway, path, landscaping, increasingly formalised
Fencing, lawn, driveway, path, retaining, landscaping increasingly formalised
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General Value Added
Range
Min
Max

50 - 75
70 - 95
85 - 105
85 - 95

$
$
$
$
$

15,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
80,000

85 - 105
85 - 105

$ 40,000 $
$ 55,000 $

65 - 100
65 - 100
80 - 105
80 - 105
80 - 105
80 - 105

$
$
$
$
$
$

40,000
55,000
65,000
70,000
70,000
80,000

85 - 105
85 - 105
85 - 105
105 - 160
160 - 300
85 - 105
105 - 160
185 - 350
300 - 400

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

65,000
80,000
85,000
120,000
200,000
80,000
135,000
200,000
330,000

Estimated Replacement
General Value
Cost - Rawlinsons 2015
Added $/sq.m Living
Ed 33 & Others
Min
Max
Min
Max

$ 40,000 N/A
$ 60,000
$ 70,000
$ 80,000
$ 105,000

N/A
350
350
350
850

750
750
750
950

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

60,000
85,000

350
650

850 N/A
1400 N/A

N/A
N/A

$ 70,000
$ 85,000
$ 85,000
$ 100,000
$ 95,000
$ 110,000

350
750
800
900
850
900

750
1200
900
1400
950
1400

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

120,000
135,000
120,000
200,000
300,000
150,000
200,000
330,000
400,000

800
950
875
850
850
1100
1100
1100
1100

900
1400
1000
1000
1000
1250
1250
1250
1400

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

95 - 110
110 - 170
170 - 300

$ 140,000 $ 200,000
$ 200,000 $ 300,000
$ 300,000 $ 500,000

1300
1300
1300

1500
1500
1500

85 - 105
105 - 150
150 - 250

$ 135,000 $ 185,000
$ 185,000 $ 275,000
$ 275,000 $ 400,000

1600
1600
1600

2750 N/A
2500 N/A
2200 N/A

100 - 125
125 - 200
200 - 350
350 - 600

$
$
$
$

1400
1400
1400
1400
3000

2750
2500
2300
2200
5000+ N/A

100 - 200
200 - 300
300 - 500

250,000
350,000
450,000
600,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 350,000
$ 450,000
$ 600,000
$ 2,000,000
$2,000,000+

$ 85,000 $ 200,000
$ 200,000 $ 300,000
$ 300,000 $ 600,000

-

$ 1,000 $
$ 3,500 $
$ 2,500 $
$ 4,500 $
$ 5,000 $
$ 10,000 $
$ 15,000 $

1,500
4,500
4,000
6,000
35,000
60,000
85,000

-

$1,000
$5,000
10000
15000

$7,000
$15,000
$20,000
$30,000

1300
1250
1200
50
175
125
400

1600
1550
1500
100 N/A
250
350 N/A
600
N/A
N/A
N/A

1000
1000
1100
1100

1200
1200
1200
1400

1300
1300
1300

1600
1600
1600
N/A
N/A
N/A

1750
1750
1750
1750

1900
1900
1900
1900
N/A

1300
1300
1300

1600
1600
1600
N/A

250

275
N/A

500

600
N/A
N/A
N/A
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 Paired Sales Analysis
SaleID

Property ID Year

354972

H/N

3690816 2014

Description:
Vacant land
477125 3690816 2015

Street

Suburb

Comp

Area (sq.m) Price

Analysed
LV

LTV LV

Adj. Land
Value

Contract Date Settlement
Date

23 RENS ST

DUNGOG

AAA

1017

115000

115000

105000

115000

15/01/2014

23 RENS ST

DUNGOG

AAA

1017

575000

116000

107000

116000

17/04/2015

Purchasers

26/02/2014 ALISON

5/05/2015 FARRELL,FARRELL

Vendors

Import Date

Inspection
Date

Living
Area

Other Imp. Other
Living
Improve
Improveme $/sqm
nts

Living
$/sqm

Sales Ratio

THE COUNCIL OF THE
SHIRE OF DUNGOG

17/03/2014

3/03/2014

0

0

0

0

0

0.93

ALISON

18/05/2015

20/05/2015

250

1600

400000

36.88

59000

0.92

Description:
Erected upon the land is a modern, circa 2014, brick painted brick and metal sheet detached dwelling with detached double garage in excellent condition. Agent’s advice indicates 4 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms with a high quality standard of finish. Other improvements include retaining,
23/03/2015 19/03/2015
0
0
0
0
0
459298 3690815 2015
25 RENS ST DUNGOG AAA
1009
120000
120000
107000
120000
4/02/2015
5/03/2015 WRATTEN,WRATTEN,W THE COUNCIL OF THE
RATTEN
SHIRE OF DUNGOG

Description:
Vacant land
477125 3690816 2015

23 RENS ST

DUNGOG

AAA

1017

575000

116000

107000

116000

17/04/2015

5/05/2015 FARRELL,FARRELL

ALISON

18/05/2015

20/05/2015

250

1600

400000

36.88

59000

Description:
Erected upon the land is a modern, circa 2014, brick painted brick and metal sheet detached dwelling with detached double garage in excellent condition. Agent’s advice indicates 4 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms with a high quality standard of finish. Other improvements include retaining,
473083 3118069 2015
26 HILLVIEW BENDOLBA AAA
797.4
90000
89000
90000
89000 12/03/2015 16/04/2015 WELSH
FREEDOM HOMES PTY
4/05/2015 20/05/2015
0
0
0
0
1000
AVE
LIMITED

Description:
Vacant land
459296 3118055 2015

3 WILLIAMS BENDOLBA AAA
698.6
325000
89000
78900
89000
4/02/2015
5/03/2015 PERRY
DEMERY,DEMERY
23/03/2015
9/04/2015
150
1300
195000
PL
Description:
Erected upon the land is a newly constructed weatherboard brick and metal sheet detached dwelling with double garage under main roof. Agent’s advice indicates 4 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. Other improvements include landscaping driveway and fencing.
473083 3118069 2015
26 HILLVIEW BENDOLBA AAA
797.4
90000
89000
90000
89000 12/03/2015 16/04/2015 WELSH
FREEDOM HOMES PTY
4/05/2015 20/05/2015
0
0
0
AVE
LIMITED

Description:
Vacant land
455228 3118065 2015

18 HILLVIEW BENDOLBA AAA
AVE

700

375000

90500

90000

90500

29/01/2015

24/02/2015 RUMBEL,RUMBEL

FREEDOM HOMES PTY
LIMITED

9/03/2015

3/07/2015

185

1300

Description:
Erected upon the land is a modern, 2014 built brick and metal sheet detached dwelling with double garage under main roof. Agent’s advice indicates 4 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. Other improvements include basic landscaping, driveway and fencing.
451871 3711358 2015
72 PRINCE ST CLARENCE AAB
953
132500
105500
88800
105500
9/12/2014 16/01/2015 DRIESSEN,DRIESSEN
REID,REID
23/02/2015
2/02/2015
0
0
TOWN
Description:
Vacant land
469553 3711357 2015

Description:

74 PRINCE ST CLARENCE
TOWN

AAB

1050

285000

106250

93500

106250

13/03/2015

10/04/2015 CROXTON,CROXTON

REID,REID

27/04/2015

Erected upon the land is a circa 1980s, single storey brick and tile detached dwelling in good condition. Agent’s advice indicates 4 bedrooms and 1bathroom. Other improvements include landscaping and fencing.
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3/07/2015

170

950

0.89

0.92

1

31.54

41000

0.89

0

1000

1

240500

33.85

44000

0.99

0

0

27000

0.88

161500

18.16

17250

0.9
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SaleID

Property ID Year

354972

3690816

H/N

2014

Description:
477125

Vacant land
3690816 2015

Description:
459298

3690815

Description:
477125

3690816

Street

Suburb

Comp

Area (sq.m) Price

Analysed
LV

LTV LV

Adj. Land
Value

Contract Date

23 RENS ST

DUNGOG

AAA

1017

115000

115000

105000

115000

15/01/2014

23 RENS ST

DUNGOG

AAA

1017

575000

116000

107000

116000

17/04/2015

Settlement
Date

Purchasers

Vendors

26/02/2014 ALISON

5/05/2015 FARRELL,FARRELL

Import Date

Inspection
Date

Living
Area

Living
$/sqm

Living
Other Imp. Other
Improveme $/sqm
Improve
nts

Sales Ratio

THE COUNCIL OF THE
SHIRE OF DUNGOG

17/03/2014

3/03/2014

0

0

0

0

0

0.93

ALISON

18/05/2015

20/05/2015

250

1600

400000

36.88

59000

0.92

Erected upon the land is a modern, circa 2014, brick painted brick and metal sheet detached dwelling with detached double garage in excellent condition. Agent’s advice indicates 4 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms with a high quality standard of finish. Other improvements include retaining,
2015
25 RENS ST
DUNGOG
AAA
1009
120000
120000
107000
120000
4/02/2015
5/03/2015 WRATTEN,WRATTEN,W THE COUNCIL OF THE
23/03/2015
19/03/2015
0
0
0
0
0
RATTEN
SHIRE OF DUNGOG

Vacant land
2015

23 RENS ST

DUNGOG

AAA

1017

575000

116000

107000

116000

17/04/2015

5/05/2015 FARRELL,FARRELL

ALISON

18/05/2015

20/05/2015

250

1600

400000

36.88

59000

Description:
473083

Erected upon the land is a modern, circa 2014, brick painted brick and metal sheet detached dwelling with detached double garage in excellent condition. Agent’s advice indicates 4 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms with a high quality standard of finish. Other improvements include retaining,
3118069 2015
26 HILLVIEW BENDOLBA AAA
797.4
90000
89000
90000
89000
12/03/2015
16/04/2015 WELSH
FREEDOM HOMES PTY
4/05/2015
20/05/2015
0
0
0
0
1000
AVE
LIMITED

Description:
459296

Vacant land
2015
3 WILLIAMS BENDOLBA AAA
698.6
325000
89000
78900
89000
4/02/2015
5/03/2015 PERRY
DEMERY,DEMERY
23/03/2015
9/04/2015
150
1300
195000
PL
Erected upon the land is a newly constructed weatherboard brick and metal sheet detached dwelling with double garage under main roof. Agent’s advice indicates 4 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. Other improvements include landscaping driveway and fencing.
3118069 2015
26 HILLVIEW BENDOLBA AAA
797.4
90000
89000
90000
89000
12/03/2015
16/04/2015 WELSH
FREEDOM HOMES PTY
4/05/2015
20/05/2015
0
0
0
AVE
LIMITED

Description:
473083

3118055

Description:
455228

3118065

Description:
451871

3711358

Description:
469553

3711357

Description:
477123
Description:
430035

Description:
477123

Description:
434864
Description:
451871

Description:
451869
Description:
445914

Description:
473082
Description:
406710

Description:
488234
Description:

Vacant land
2015

18 HILLVIEW
AVE

BENDOLBA

AAA

700

375000

90500

90000

90500

29/01/2015

24/02/2015 RUMBEL,RUMBEL

FREEDOM HOMES PTY
LIMITED

9/03/2015

3/07/2015

185

1300

Erected upon the land is a modern, 2014 built brick and metal sheet detached dwelling with double garage under main roof. Agent’s advice indicates 4 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. Other improvements include basic landscaping, driveway and fencing.
2015
72 PRINCE ST CLARENCE
AAB
953
132500
105500
88800
105500
9/12/2014
16/01/2015 DRIESSEN,DRIESSEN
REID,REID
23/02/2015
2/02/2015
0
0
TOWN
Vacant land
2015

74 PRINCE ST CLARENCE
TOWN

AAB

1050

285000

106250

93500

106250

13/03/2015

10/04/2015 CROXTON,CROXTON

REID,REID

27/04/2015

3/07/2015

0.89

0.92

1

31.54

41000

0.89

0

1000

1

240500

33.85

44000

0.99

0

0

27000

0.88

170

950

161500

18.16

17250

0.9

0

0

0

0

0

1

100

900

90000

20

18000

0.97

0

0

0

0

1

56 GREY ST
CLARENCE
BAB
2023
338000
139500
125000
139500
3/11/2014
4/12/2014 HINTON,HINTON
CULLEN,NOBBS
22/12/2014
2/02/2015
140
1100
154000
TOWN
Erected upon the land is a renovated 1930s weatherboard and metal sheet, single storey detached dwelling with detached garaging. Agents’ advice indicates 3 bedrooms and 1 bathroom. Other improvements include landscaping, driveway and fencing.
3711358 2015
72 PRINCE ST CLARENCE
AAB
953
132500
105500
88800
105500
9/12/2014
16/01/2015 DRIESSEN,DRIESSEN
REID,REID
23/02/2015
2/02/2015
0
0
0
TOWN

40.45

44500

0.92

0

27000

0.88

Erected upon the land is a circa 1980s, single storey brick and tile detached dwelling in good condition. Agent’s advice indicates 4 bedrooms and 1bathroom. Other improvements include landscaping and fencing.
21124 2015
33 RIFLE ST
CLARENCE
AAB
2029
100000
100000
111000
100000
26/03/2015
30/04/2015 HOLLIER,MALPAS
HOUSTON,CONDON
18/05/2015
20/05/2015
TOWN
Vacant land
21118 2015
53 RIFLE ST
CLARENCE
AAB
2023
226000
118000
111000
118000
22/10/2014
19/11/2014 RIDDEL
ROBERTSON,ROBERTSO
8/12/2014
9/04/2015
TOWN
N

Erected upon the land is a renovated1950s, weatherboard/fibrous cement and metal sheet detached dwelling with off street parking. Agent’s advice indicates 2 bedrooms and 1 bathroom. Other improvements include landscaping and fencing.
21124 2015
33 RIFLE ST
CLARENCE
AAB
2029
100000
100000
111000
100000
26/03/2015
30/04/2015 HOLLIER,MALPAS
HOUSTON,CONDON
18/05/2015
20/05/2015
0
TOWN

20948

21076

Vacant land
2015

Vacant land
2015

45 QUEEN ST CLARENCE
AAB
997.8
330000
121750
107000
121750
19/01/2015
6/02/2015 CLARK
KERR,ROBERTS
23/02/2015
9/04/2015
160
1000
160000
48.25
48250
TOWN
Erected upon the land is a circa late 1990s, modern weatherboard and metal sheet detached dwelling with single garage under main roof, attached carport and detached metal sheet shedding at the rear. Agent’s advice indicates 4 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. Other improvements include
3690824 2015
31 MELBEE
DUNGOG
AAA
932.8
103000
103000
97000
103000
4/12/2014
15/01/2015 SINGLE
THE COUNCIL OF THE
9/02/2015
2/02/2015
0
0
0
0
0
CCT
SHIRE OF DUNGOG

21459

0.9

0.94

Vacant land
2015

9 COOREEI DUNGOG
AAA
809.4
260000
110000
97300
110000
25/02/2015
1/04/2015 NEILSON,OWERS
LUCAS
4/05/2015
20/05/2015
140
850
119000
36.47
31000
0.89
PL
Erected upon the land is a circa, early 1970s, single storey brick and metal sheet detached dwelling with attached tandem garage and tandem carport in average condition. Agent’s advice indicates 3 bedrooms and 1 bathroom. Other improvements include landscaping, driveway and fencing.
3768592 2014
18 HANCOCK DUNGOG
AAA
1685
95000
95000
90000
95000
5/08/2014
26/08/2014 ROBERTSON,LAVENDER LONG,LONG
17/09/2014
1/09/2014
0
0
0
0
0
0.97
AVE

22124

Vacant land
2015
38 MYLES ST DUNGOG
AAA
1435
240000
130750
123000
130750
22/04/2015
20/05/2015 MERRELL
DARR
22/06/2015
3/07/2015
105
850
89250
Erected upon the land is a circa 1940s clad and metal sheet detached dwelling with double garage under main roof with detached garage. Agent’s advice indicates 2 bedrooms and 1 bathroom. Other improvements include landscaping, driveway and fencing.
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OVERVIEW OF THE QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCESS
 Quality Assurance
Our goals mirror those of the LPI in that we seek to improve the quality of valuation outcomes
and provide a cost effective means of delivering land values for rating and taxing purposes.
Later versions of the Procedures Manual from v6.3 (2012), v6.4 (2013) and now v6.5.1(2014),
all prescribe extra measures that will improve valuation quality if completed.

Naturally,

additional time/resourcing is required to improve quality under those terms, however once
processes are in place that achieve those quality improvements they can be maintained with
effective and innovative implementation of management strategies at minimum additional cost.
From v6.3 onwards changes to the timing and frequency of verification is a feature of the new
arrangements, with contractors required to complete the whole year’s verification concurrently
with all valuations during the first 6 months. A greater volume of sales analysis has been
required.

Adopting and identifying the new Risk Codes within the roll has also required

additional work over previous v6.2.2 (2011) contract requirements
During the past 6 years we have undertaken an intensive examination of the Rating and Taxing
valuation process and implemented many important changes to methodology and processes,
particularly of the more specialised valuations. Most of which have focussed on the creation of
Quality Assurance measures and management practices to provide better valuation outcomes.
We apply the appropriate methodology depending upon the identified type of property or risk
code of property being valued.
The following headings outline key features of our QA systems and an over view of our actions
in various key areas of the annual program.
 Project Plans
The project plan is the cornerstone of our QA processes by providing for the scheduling of
tasks we are constantly aware of work in progress, completed and deliverable-by set dates and
can apply the various QA measures according to this timetable.
Our attached Project Plans shows how we have scoped each project and how we intend to
service the proposed contract for valuation services. The plan includes all scheduling except
for supps and sales coding, which occurs over the first few days of each week. Our expertise
to demonstrate how we would manage a contract should also be seen in the context of our
experience with providing these specialised services for over 10 years and for up to 8 districts.
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 Component Structure & Valuation Accuracy
We annually review the component structure to see how the entries have been componentised.
Any changes to components are very carefully considered and only following consultation both
internally and externally with LPI. Dividing entries into components requires finding the right
balance between applying reasonably accurate valuations and applying valuer resources to
generate the valuation outcomes.

A smaller number of components translates into less

benchmarks overall, and less sales analysis required to value less benchmarks.
The mass valuation process of applying factors to create new values is in essence a sampling
methodology which relies upon the concept of statistical inference. That is, from a sample of
benchmarks and sales analysis within each component grouping, a factor or trend is
established either overall or applied independently depending upon what the valuation of each
benchmark is pointing to in terms of change of value.
If the trends are reasonably consistent for the valuation of each benchmark within a component,
and the component is relatively homogenous, then factoring should be relied upon given these
circumstances.

Where the valuation of benchmarks within a component is showing

inconsistent factor variations more analysis across these components is required. Sometimes
even more benchmarks than the minimum number specified helps to improve valuation
outcomes as does any additional sales analysis that focuses more attention on the grading of a
specific component.
The valuer needs to be aware of the pointers to when mass valuation methods require
enhancements, our valuation staff are specifically trained in understanding the significance of
these variations. Team Leaders help with solutions to dealing with grading issues or factor
variations that are not pointing to any specific clear trend.
 Component Data Analysis
Statistical analysis is carried out throughout the annual program with the Component Data
Table as the reference point. This is used to review components and benchmarks selections.
Review of component’s primary and reference benchmarks is undertaken with the benefit of the
Component Data Table to ensure they comply with procedural selection criteria.
Our component benchmark reviews are completed just prior to July 1, each year, therefore
representing each component at the Base Date prior to any component factors being applied.
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Every time values are changed in a manner that is not uniform; changes to median values,
quartile ranges and even the QRP measure may occur. Having ongoing access to the
component data table, its ability to be updated in real time to account for change, aids correct
selections. We ensure our valuers understand the construct of these tables. This assists the
application of QA processes at all valuer levels.
 Benchmark Selection
Our database program incorporates reports for Benchmark Exceptions, Benchmark Factor
Variation and within its Component Reports function includes a check for the number of
benchmarks required per component.
Benchmark selection shows that we have the correct minimum number of and quartile
placement of benchmarks in all components, with some components having additional
benchmarks where we have identified these as being useful.
Valuers and Team Leaders have access to this information on a daily basis thus ensuring
ample opportunity to avoid compliance failure in this regard.
 QRP Measures (Variability of Component Distribution)
The QRP measures the variability of values within a particular component. This measure is
readily identified in our Component Data Table Report. It is calculated on both the whole value
and rate per square metre basis. Our valuers are trained and regularly workshopped to
acknowledge the impact of this measure on individual components and adapt their work
practice accordingly to ensure the best value outcomes for the range of QRP measures they
are required to work with.
The QRP measures clearly identify the variability of values within particular components over
the middle quartiles. The highest scores are often seen measured in business, industrial,
density residential, rural and protection zoned components where allotment sizes vary over a
wide range of sizes within a confined location.
Generally, residential type components have lower QRP measures as the component sizes
tend to be larger and the variability between sizes and values tends to be less. QRP measures
are also used on a $/sq.m basis which is more appropriate for business and industrial
components.
For components with high QRP measures the procedural requirements for additional reference
benchmarks is designed to improve accuracy by imposing the acknowledgment of this value
range and ensuring it as managed.
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We aim to individually review the high and low values within components as these tend to be
outliers within the Component Model. Outliers also tend to require individual attention because
the benchmark typically does not represent them.
 Risk Based Assessments and Worksheets
Higher risk entries and entries that require more complex valuations should be capable of
individual review in much the same way as an individual property valuation requested by a bank
or the owner would be open to review by the instructing party or others that rely upon that
valuation.
The highest risk entries that have a risk rating of “1” are subject to peer review of worksheets.
We expect these individual valuations to be the subject of more thorough examination from the
LPI by way of requests and audits targeted towards these entries.

The worksheets are

prepared with this expected level of scrutiny in mind.
Our acknowledgment of these is included elsewhere in this Project Plan.
 Individual Valuations
Whilst Rating and Taxing valuations employ a mass appraisal methodology, many property
specific scenarios, Risk Rating/Risk Code, Legislative framework or LPI instructions require
different methodologies or individual valuations (Worksheets) to be the means of determining
the value.
Robertson & Robertson applies a pro-active approach to quality assurance, with management
instilling an enduring culture of quality throughout the organisation.

The Robertson &

Robertson valuers providing services for the LPI are amongst the most senior and experienced
in the company. Any advice prepared by our valuation staff pursuant to a contract for the
services will be the subject of stringent peer review and discussion prior to its release.
 Quality Assurance Review Project 2012 & 2013 (QARP 2012 & 2013)
The Quality Assurance Review Project 2012 (QARP 2012) was originally undertaken by
Robertson & Robertson at the start of the 2012 Annual Program.

A second QARP was

undertaken during 2013. This was not an LPI requirement but was our own initiative and part of
what the firm considers being best practice in this field. These projects may recur at irregular
intervals in maintenance mode or as issues arise that require such review.
Our Team Leaders Management Group review and refine processes each year with a focus for
cost effective solutions to improve the quality of valuation outcomes across the whole division.
It is only through critical assessment of our current processes that we can improve outcomes
moving forward. We review our current Rating & Taxing processes in this context and in the
context of the LPI’s Queries and Audits during the year.
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In this context we have developed a register for all LPI queries and audits, where issues and
specific processes are identified. This system has been operating since the beginning of the
2012 Annual Program.
Any issues that develop throughout each year are reviewed in the context of what process was
involved. In this way, the Team Leaders Management Group can look at what needs to change
with a certain process. Issues are looked at in the context of processes, training, scheduling
and possible IT development that would eliminate or reduce the likelihood of a particular QA
issue. Of critical importance to this process are the results of Final Values Audits, Sales
Analysis Audits and any other audits which show any deficiencies which should be acted upon.
The QARP Meetings referred to are done to find any solutions to systematic issues or reduce
the likelihood of one off issues. The LPI is appraised of the results of our internal reviews and
improved processes that may result.
Utilising the existing body of Audits and Queries from the LPI, as well as other processes of
self-assessment utilised by Robertson & Robertson over recent years, we have reviewed all our
current processes and policies from a Quality Assurance (QA) perspective; identified QA risks
and explored different options to mitigate these risks where possible.
 The Ongoing Goals of QARP 2012 & 2013 are to:
•

Regularly review all current processes and procedures undertaken by the Rating &
Taxing Division;

•

Provide a systematic protocol to process Quality Assurance Issues as they come to light,
and to pre-emptively seek ways and means of eliminating future potential Quality
Assurance issues;

•

Discuss how best to communicate Quality Assurance initiatives to the LPI at all levels;

•

Use the Quality Assurance Review Project (QARP) as a way of formalising continuous
incremental improvements in standards;

•

Enact our policies and procedures in relation to Quality Assurance matters more
efficiently and effectively;

•

Discuss the roles and responsibilities of staff in the various QA processes within the
Rating & Taxing Division;

•

Benchmark standards across the whole Rating & Taxing Division for the various
processes; and

•

Continually seek improved efficiency methods to standardise work practices for all staff
and promote Research & Development as part of our company culture.
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Continually we need to determine alternative ways of performing rating and taxing work
efficiently that will give us an advantage over existing work practices. For example, faster more
efficient computers, bigger screens, the use of 2 and 3 screens, IT development and
development of specialised forms, view spreadsheets more effectively, increasing our
knowledge with the use of GIS systems, GIS layers etc..
The development of new policies and procedures was a product of the original QARP 2012
meetings as well as the immediate development of process checklists that could be used by all
valuers and administration staff within the Rating & Taxing Division.

For example, we

undertook a process that included an analysis of all vacant land in our district, listed for sale
and cross referenced the listed ‘for sale’ or asking price against our current valuations. This
process of cross referencing asking prices against our valuations for these properties
represents another level of checks which ensures better quality valuations are achieved prior to
any sales evidence becoming available. This process resulted in a number of value reductions.
We consider this to be an example of a pro-active approach where we were not just reliant on
the properties selling but examining the market at another level. This process is now done
every year. The QARP process will be continue on an irregular basis or as issues arise which
have potential to impact across a wide range of existing processes
 Valmap Expertise
Robertson and Robertson have developed considerable expertise in the use of Valmap.
We are currently in process of moving to Valmap 4.1 and merging its functionality with our new
data base program.
Valmap is considered a critical tool for Quality Assurance, but does require specific training to
be able to use the more advanced features contained within the layers of information provided.
Functions of Valmap in the area of thematic layers which can provide visual schematics for
values and value change of both the whole value and rates per metre square are regularly
explored and exploited to provide quick reference to valuation change data.
With regular cadastre and planning updates as provided by the LPI Valmap will continue to
provide the backbone to the integration of mapping, cadastre and value information for rating
and taxing contractors.
Our ongoing commitment to the system includes regular workshops to ensure our valuers
continue to utilise known functionality and explore other functions as they come to our
awareness.
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 Nearmap
Robertson & Robertson currently subscribes to a multi-user licence for Nearmap in NSW. This
site represents the most up to date aerial imagery available in NSW, with eastern coastal
locations being updated every 2 to 3 months. This system complements the older aerial
imagery available via Valmap, SIX Maps and now NSW Globe/Google Earth.
 Statistical Standards
The LPI through the Rating & Taxing Procedures Manuals utilises a number of statistical
standards to determine the quality of the valuation recommendations and a number of
quantitative measures to determine that adequate sales analysis allowing for the proper
valuation of all benchmarks has been undertaken as well as reflecting “breadth of the market”.
Our database program incorporates these checks and they can be calculated at various levels
at regular intervals to monitor the potential emergence of issues. Additionally we have always
ensured through training and workshops our staff has an understanding of the construct of
these statistical and quantitative checks in order to recognise, acknowledge and report
exceptions which may be highlighted through the various measures. This spread of skill across
all valuer levels ensures a broader approach to QA processes.
Robertson & Robertson has a proven track record with compliance of both the statistical
measures and qualitative/quantitative measures that include number of sales analysed, number
of benchmarks, etc.
 Other Practical Examples of QA Processes
The following represents a selection of other individual measures which when combined, further
reinforce the QA culture and outcomes of the firm’s work practices. Detail of these practices is
offered in our weekly/monthly/annual scheduling:•

Filtering of all sales imported each Monday into all sales identified requiring analysis.
Discussed in detail in our weekly scheduling.

•

The use of Control Tables to monitor all Quality Assurance measures, identifying and
grading of supps, receipt and acknowledgement of changes to the valuation roll example
35B objections and 14A(6) reascertainments. Again described in detail under our
weekly/monthly/annual scheduling.

•

Maintaining a commercial database of listings for sale from local papers and magazines.
These are easily cross referenced against sales that occur weekly when these properties
are sold and imported. We receive notification that we are holding information about the
property from the time it was ‘For Sale’.
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•

LPI Queries and Audits database. This facility provides valuable reporting information
across all 3 contracts of any specific types of issues that we should be addressing. This
database was created from a need identified through the QARP process to record this
valuable feedback in a more systemic way that can be easily accessed and reported.

 Initiatives Undertaken
We have undertaken and committed to undertake several initiatives to identify entries of high
risk. These include:•

Writing to owners of contaminated properties asking for information in relation to the
known contamination and any scoping or remediation costs that are known.

•

Writing to significant stakeholders in each district asking for information in relation to
known contamination and remediation costs.

This includes all of the individual

Councils, Hunter Water, Central Coast Development Corporation, Hunter Development
Corporation and Aluminum Smelters.
•

Writing to various developers asking for information in relation to known new estates
including the costs of developing these estates. Information collected is used each
year to update identified offsite, on-site and subdividers allowances.

•

For Lease – Rental Database. We include many ground rents for general industrial
properties, specialised ports precinct properties, marinas, golf courses. Commercial
and industrial rents are collected by following up entries that have previously been
listed for lease.

•

For Sale Database – Commercial, Industrial, Englobo, Density Sites, Properties of
Interest. This material is attached electronically to the roll entry. When the property
sells we are alerted that we are holding advertising material about this property so it
should be analysed.

•

Vacant Land for Sale. We commenced this process in 2012 in response to some
vacant sites that were listed for sale for less than land values that were applied in that
year. We now review every vacant allotment that is listed for sale and recorded by RP
Data. RP Data collect information for the vast majority of real estate agencies within
NSW, so this record is very comprehensive and very effective in determining situations
where some lands may be overvalued. This can be determined and corrected prior to
any sale occurring. This pre-emptive action occurs before any sale is even started.
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RISK CODE ASSESSMENT VERIFICATION
 Risk Based Verification Cycle
Following this risk based assessment approach, the LPI and other major stakeholders in the
NSW Statutory Valuation System should have confidence that the highest risk entries in
each of the rolls are receiving the individual attention expected as a result of the potential for
greater volatility in land value.
 Risk Based Verification Program
From a statistical point of view, the risk based verification program provides a mechanism for
highlighting property specific issues that may otherwise not be reflected in the mass
appraisal of land values.
The risk based verification program requires properties of higher risk to be verified on a more
frequent basis and lower risk properties verified on a less frequent basis.
Risk 1 entries are considered the highest risk entries to be managed by more frequent
individual valuations and verification (annually), with Risk 3 entries representing the lowest
risk and having a longer verification cycle of once every 6 years and no requirement for
individual worksheets. In addition to the risk ratings, the risk assessment matrix supplied by
the LPI assists in identifying properties that may be considered to be of a higher risk rating.
 Risk Based Verification Cycle Table
Category
Properties subject to successful objection the previous year
Benchmarks, Reference Benchmarks and all analysed
sales
Properties considered to be of high risk not already
included in risk rating 1 *
Land subject to allowances
Commercial land
Industrial land
Rural land
Heritage restricted properties
All other properties valued under a valuation basis other
than 6A1 or 14C
Open Space, Special Uses zoned land
Residential zoned land

Verification
Risk Rating
1
1

Verification percentage
annum
100% per annum
100% per annum

per

1

100% per annum

2
2
2
2
2
2

33.3% per annum
33.3% per annum
33.3% per annum
33.3% per annum
33.3% per annum
33.3% per annum

3
3

16.6% per annum over 6 years
16.6% per annum over 6 years

Verification Programme for LGA Annual and Gval 2012 to Gval 2015
 Verification 2014 - 2015
Verification has been planned for the next 6 years following the risk based assessment process
defined in v6.4 contract arrangements. Verification for the next 6 years has been nominated
within our 2015 Annual Program Project Plan, with the current Annual Program identifying the
specific components nominated for the 2015 Annual Deliveries.
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The new risk code process identifies and utilises different verification cycles for risks 1, 2 & 3.
The corresponding risk cycle is verification each year for risk assessment 1, every 3 years for
risk cycle 2 and every 6 years for risk cycle 3.
For the 2015 Annual Program, we have identified and utilised the new 16 risk codes. Whilst still
undertaking to complete whole component verification, under the new risk based system, we
now schedule and also report annual verification in terms of not only the completion of whole
components, but also verification completed using the new risk codes.
Due to the considerable overlap of verifying whole components and then having to meet the
risk code verification expectations; we anticipate that each year we will be completing additional
verification and that in some years the various proportions completed between risk 2 and risk 3
entries will not be exactly aligning. Risk 1 assessed entries will be verified each year.
From the tables listed below verification, which includes inspected and verified entries, that has
been completed for the 2015 Annual Program is reported in terms of whole component
completion and risk code completion.

Risk Ratings Verification Report
District:

DUNGOG

Username:

Glenn Williams

Base Date:

01-Jul-2015

Generated:

08-Oct-2015 13:05

Risk Code
ANLYSALE

Risk Description
1 1 - Analysed sale

Total Verified

%

149

149

100%

BENCHMRK 1 1 - Benchmark property

76

76

100%

CONTAMN

1 1 - Contaminated land

40

40

100%

ENGLOBO

1 1 - Englobo parcel

-NA-

-NA-

-NA-

HIGHVALU

1 1 - High value change property

17

17

100%

MINE

1 1 - Mine

-NA-

-NA-

-NA-

OBJECT

1 1 - Objection

-NA-

-NA-

-NA-

SHOPPING

1 1 - Shopping centre

-NA-

-NA-

-NA-

282

282

100%

ALLOWNCE 2 2 - Allowance or concession (excluding section 125 heritage)

48

8

16.67%

COMMERCE 2 2 - Commercial zoned lands

117

-NA-

-NA-

Summary for Risk Value 1
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Risk Code

Risk Description

Total Verified

%

HERITAGE

2 2 - Heritage listing 14G and section 125

97

46

47.42%

INDUSTRY

2 2 - Industrial zoned lands

15

-NA-

-NA-

LVBASIS

2 2 - Land value basis other than 6A(1)

154

84

54.55%

RURAL

2 2 - Rural zoned lands where predominant use is primary production

3

-NA-

-NA-

434

138

31.8%

81

4

4.94%

4,286

1,159

27.04%

Summary for Risk Value 3

4,367

1,163

26.63%

Overall Summary

5,083

1,583

Summary for Risk Value 2
OPNSPACE 3 3 - Open space, special use, reservation zoned lands
RESIDENT

3 3 - Residential, village and rural residential lands with 6A(1) basis

31.14%

 Whole of Component Verification Review

Code

Zone

RAA
RAB
RAC
ABA
RAE
RAD

RU5
RU5
RU1
R5
RU1
RU1

RAF
RAL

RU1
RU1

Description
RU5 VILLAGE PATERSON
RU5 VILLAGES, VACY, MARTINS CREEK & GRESFORD
RU1 PRIMARY PRODUCTION SOUTH OF DUNGOG TO 1HA
R5 DUNGOG LGA
RU1 PRIMARY PRODUCTION SOUTH OF DUNGOG 1.01HA TO 5.0HA

RU1 PRIMARY PRODUCTION NORTH OF DUNGOG TO 1HA
RU1 PRIMARY PRODUCTION NORTH OF DUNGOG 1.01HA TO 5.0HA
RU1 COMMUNITY TITLE ESTATES DUNGOG LGA

 Verification General Valuation Year 2012 to General Valuation Year 2015
As a result of the conversion to the standardised LEP during the 2014 valuation year the
component structure and component descriptors have changed to align with zone
nomenclature of the new instrument. The tables below display verification by zone only since
LEP conversion. The need to re-componentise subsequent to the LEP conversion has
rendered it difficult to demonstrate the whole of component verification from the years as
zone and component naming has changed according to the standardised LEP.
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2015 GV
Business 2 & 4 IN Industrial Residential 1, 5 RE Recreation1, 2 Environmental 1, 3RU Rural1, 5
SP Special Use
Total
138
35
2005
52
145
2678
32
Total Properties by zone
Inspected
15
7
71
6
11
109
3 222
Total Properties Verified
3
12
298
0
2
1037
4 1356
5085 Total
18
19
369
6
13
1146
7 1578
% annual total
31.03%
13.04%
54.29%
18.40%
11.54%
8.97%
42.79%
21.88%
SP Special Use
Total
2014
Business 2 & 4 IN Industrial Residential 1, 5 RE Recreation1, 2 Environmental 1, 3RU Rural1, 5
Total Properties by zone
138
34
1958
52
144
2669
37
Inspected
17
25
44
6
7
86
24 209
Total Properties Verified
96
3
249
43
46
635
10 1082
5032 Total
113
28
293
49
53
721
34 1291
% annual total
25.66%
81.88%
82.35%
14.96%
94.23%
36.81%
27.01%
91.89%
2013
B Business
I Industrial A Residential O Open Space
P Protection
R Rural
Total Properties by zone
122
32
1604
53
34
Inspected
16
3
68
0
4
Total Properties Verified
80
16
327
0
29
4977 Total
96
19
395
0
33
% annual total
34.24%
78.69%
59.38%
24.63%
0.00%
97.06%
2012 GV
B Business
I Industrial A Residential O Open Space
P Protection
R Rural
Total Properties by zone
122
35
1581
53
32
Inspected
16
3
55
3
4
Total Properties Verified
27
2
88
1
1
4883 Total
43
5
143
4
5
29.26%
35.25%
14.29%
9.04%
7.55%
15.63%
% annual total

S Special Use
2984
138
1008
1146
38.40%

Totals
148
5 234
10 1470
15 1704
10.14%

S Special Use
2924
124
1098
1222
41.79%

136
4 209
3 1220
7 1429
5.15%

In 2015, a total of 31% of the valuation roll was verified or inspected. In 2014, 25.66%, 2013,
34.24% and 2012, 29.26%. Verification as per the previous LEP zones are listed along with
verification in 2015 under the new standardised template.
Following on in the table on the next page is whole component verification undertaken since the
LEP conversion in 2014.
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Description
R1 GENERAL RESIDENTIAL DUNGOG
R1 GENERAL RESIDENTIAL CLARENCE TOWN
R5 DUNGOG LGA
B2 LOCAL CENTRE DUNGOG
B2 LOCAL CENTRE CLARENCE TOWN
B4 MIXED USE DUNGOG LGA
E1 NATIONAL PARKS & NATURE RESERVES DUNGOG LGA
E3 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT DUNGOG LGA
E4 ENVIRONMENTAL LIVING DUNGOG LGA
IN1 GENERAL INDUSTRIAL DUNGOG LGA
RU5 VILLAGE PATERSON
RU5 VILLAGE VACY, MARTINS CREEK & GRESFORD
RU1 PRIMARY PRODUCTION SOUTH OF DUNGOG TO 1HA
RU1 PRIMARY PRODUCTION NORTH OF DUNGOG TO 1HA
RU1 PRIMARY PRODUCTION SOUTH OF DUNGOG 1.01HA TO 10HA
RU1 PRIMARY PRODUCTION NORTH OF DUNGOG 1.01HA TO 10HA
RU1 PRIMARY PRODUCTION 10.01HA TO 40HA DUNGOG LGA
RU1 PRIMARY PRODUCTION 40.01HA AND GREATER DUNGOG LGA
RU1 PRIMARY PRODUCTION RIVERFRONTS TO 15HA DUNGOG LGA
RU1 PRIMARY PRODUCTION RIVERFRONTS 15.01HA TO 50HA DUNGOG LG
RU1 PRIMARY PRODUCTION RIVERFRONTS ABOVE 50.01HA DUNGOG LGA
RU1 COMMUNITY TITLE ESTATES DUNGOG LGA
RE1 PUBLIC RECREATION DUNGOG LGA
RE2 PRIVATE RECREATION DUNGOG LGA
SP2 INFRASTRUCTURE DUNGOG LGA

Year Valuer Val Date Factor NHI Review Date
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn
2015 glenn

6/07/2015
7/07/2015
28/07/2015
10/07/2015
13/07/2015
10/07/2015
10/07/2015
20/07/2015
20/07/2015
16/07/2015
7/07/2015
8/07/2015
8/07/2015
9/07/2015
14/07/2015
17/07/2015
21/07/2015
23/07/2015
24/07/2015
27/07/2015
27/07/2015
28/07/2015
23/07/2015
23/07/2015
23/07/2015

1N
1.027 N
1.029 N
1Y
1.024 N
1N
1Y
1.019 Y
1N
1Y
1.029 Y
1.03 N
1.03 Y
1.03 Y
1N
1N
1N
1Y
1Y
1N
1N
1N
1Y
1Y
1Y

31/07/2015
27/03/2014
27/03/2014

30/07/2014
27/03/2014
30/03/2015
30/04/2015
31/05/2015
30/06/2015
31/07/2015
31/07/2015

31/07/2015
22/05/2014
6/08/2014

SUCCESSFUL OBJECTIONS
Successful Objection decisions to current GV & LT values are identified on a weekly basis on
completion of the data imports from LPI each Monday morning. Team leaders allocate each
objection to the relevant valuer to undertake the following action:
•

The objection decision report is downloaded from SIX

•

The report is thoroughly analysed to ascertain the relevant issues which have impacted on
land value

•

Where the issue is considered ‘property specific’ and does not impact on surrounding
entries or grading, the objection report is attached to the entry and a comment is prepared
for inclusion in the VAR.

•

Where the issues identified may relate to surrounding entries and grading, a full review of
surrounding grading and other entries considered to be impacted is undertaken.
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•

Where significant other anomalies are identified from this review, a list of the affected
entries with amended value recommendations is sent to LPI for reascertainment action.

•

Where affectation is minor in nature, action is undertaken to better align surrounding values
in the annual values provided for the current year.

 Objections 35B
No successful objections were received within the Dungog LGA for the 2015 Valuation Year
 Reascertainment Corrections 14A(6)
There were two 14A(6) reascertainment corrections for the Dungog LGA.
PID 21866 was a business zoned entry with a successful objection and minor reduction in
value in 2012 (LGV year). It related to an isolated grading issue.
PID 24081 was a rural zoned entry which was identified through council as having a dwelling
erected upon the land resulting in a substantial increase in value. This too was an isolated
grading issue.

DELIVERY SCHEDULE FOR 2 CONTRACTS COMPRISING 5 LGAS

Entries listed above are indicative only. Absolute count of entries varies due to supplementary
actions throughout the Annual Program.
The above delivery dates were approved by Michael Tadros, Contracts & Procurement
Manager, Valuation Services on July 10, 2015 (Version 2). The above Delivery Schedule
represents the delivery schedule for all contracts and districts – including the details for the
Maitland Contract.
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MEETINGS WITH OTHER R & T CONTRACTORS IN ADJOINING DISTRICTS
Robertson & Robertson currently service two of the districts that adjoin Dungog LGA, Port
Stephens and Maitland, under the Maitland Contract.
Upper Hunter, Gloucester, Great Lakes and Singleton also adjoin Dungog LGA.
First State Property Valuers service the Great Lakes and Gloucester districts, email
correspondence was undertaken with this contractor from May 2015, to discuss the values
between the LGA boundaries.
Opteon (Northern Inland NSW) service the Upper Hunter and Singleton districts and a
conference with this contractor was organised for August 3, 2015, to discuss the values
between the LGA boundaries.

ROBERTSON & ROBERTSON AS AUTHOR OF THIS FINAL REPORT
Robertson & Robertson is the author of this report, produced on behalf of the NSW Valuer
General and forwarded to the Department of Land and Property Information (LPI).
Town planning, land use and other market information contained in this report have been
compiled based on enquiries undertaken during the valuation process. Third parties should
make their own enquiries into these details and should not rely on the contents of this report.
The Valuer General disclaims any liability to any person who acts or omits to act on the basis of
the information contained in this report. More information on the valuation process is available
from the LPI website at http://www.lpi.nsw.gov.au/
ROBERTSON & ROBERTSON

GLENN WILLIAMS
Maitland Contract
Assoc Dip Bus (Val) M. Com (Val)
AAPI Certified Practising Valuer
Certified Property Practitioner
Registered Valuer 6535

NIGEL PAGE
Operations Manager Rating & Taxing
Adv. Dip. Valuation Grad. Dip. UESTM
AAPI Certified Practising Valuer
Certified Property Practitioner
Registered Valuer 6708
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